
Introduction 
 

Pearl River Symphony Orchestra is a top level of professional symphony orchestra in Southern China. The Pearl 

River Symphony Orchestra has fifty years history of making film music and performance. Pearl River Symphony  

Orchestra’s members have high or intermediate professional titles. The orchestra also has a group of performing 

artists who have superb playing skill and rich performance experience from many different places in China. The 

orchestra has successful cooperation experience with Li Delun, Yao Guanrong, Zheng Xiaoying, Hu Bingxu, hill, 

Situ Huacheng, Denon China, Ye Peiying, Wu Yanze, Liu Bingyi and the renowned conductor Zhu Li ewins Carle 

Baer Torrey ( DE ), Luo Dawei ( USA) and Ronald Shu Wei ( USA). 

 

Pearl River Symphony Orchestra has helped Pearl River Film Company and lots of both domestic and foreign film 

and television companies produced the music of movies or TV shows. Remarkable productions include many films 

which once awarded in International Film Festival and the Chinese " Golden Rooster Award"," Hundred Flowers 

Award". Such as ‘Nostalgia’, ‘Accent’, ‘Plum blossom napkin backlighting’, ‘Lost’,’ ‘The widow’,’ 

Sun’, ’Married women’. And some ‘Golden Eagle’ awarded dramas as well, examples would be ‘a woman named 

Xu Shuxian’, ‘ Love’, ‘Dream and alleys rain’, ‘Pearl River is full of affection’. There are at least 15 Pearl River 

Symphony Orchestra’s film music production are famous in both film and television areas each year.  

 

Besides making music for films and TV dramas, Pearl River Symphony Orchestra also has its market in various 

musical areas. The orchestra has performed hundreds of concerts successfully with a number of both domestic and 

foreign famous musical artists. Examples would be, different style of symphony concerts and large concerts in 

various periods, and play an important role in folk music, drama, dance, opera and other musical accompaniment, 

such as cooperated with the England Royal Ballet, the United States metropolitan opera and Guangdong Cantonese 

Opera Institute. In addition, the orchestra also performed successfully in government organs’ parties and media 

shows, took part in large-scale thematic concerts such as the’ Hongkong 97 regression cantata’ and a concert 

called ‘ten thousand people sing ‘the yellow river’ together’. What’s more, the orchestra also showed up in 

previous ‘Yangcheng Music Fair’ symphony concert, understanding performances would be ‘Voyage’, 

‘Guangzhou Movement’, ‘Yao Shan Trip’, ‘Country capriccio’ and so on. 

 

Pearl River Symphony Orchestra has devoted a lot to film and TV music symphony. The orchestra has hosted  

‘Chinese and foreign famous movie music concert’, ‘Movie Symphony Concert’, ‘Chinese classical film music 

concert’, ‘Children cartoon music concert’, and ‘Oscar classical film concert’. The orchestra also took part in a 

number of companies and government thematic concerts. In addition, the orchestra has put lots of effect in 

promoting Chinese and foreign film thematic music, and performed in combination form of sound and pictures. 

This way of performance has been welcomed and appreciated by the whole society.  

 

The performance of Pearl River Symphony Orchestra is well-known in both China and abroad. The most 

outstanding performance was in January 23, 2010, the orchestra was invited by the National Theatre in Beijing to 

perform ‘wild goose flies to the south’ in ‘Pearl River Film Orchestra famous movie music concert’. The show got 

more than 90% attendance and obtained quite good economic benefits and social effects. As a result, this show 

obtained guest organization, media in Beijing, Guangdong Provincial Party Committee Propaganda Department 

and audiences’ praise. The show made a great contribution to film symphony promotion. 

 



Pearl River Symphony Orchestra the long-term culture and the formation of the passionate, delicate style of 

playing, the movie art by Symphony form organically together, has now become the market performance of a flag, 

to become the industry leader and leader. Orchestra to interpret works of connotation and high level expression of 

music, has been the subject of music lovers and television music fancier pursued 

 

The style of playing music of Pearl River Symphony Orchestra is mix pensionable and delicate. Performing movie 

music by symphony successfully made the Pearl River Symphony Orchestra became a famous orchestra in its field. 

Pearl River Symphony Orchestra is good at interpreting all sores of music and it has high level expression of music. 

It is famous and popular among music lovers.  

 

 


